
Musimorphic™ Launches the Wellness Sing-Along


Who

Your business, organization, association, or any group large enough to matter to you


What

Your team members singing together for one hour to popular music tailored to any purpose that’s a priority for 

you right now and that fits the demographics of your team (we supply online lyrics for everyone’s mobile 
device)




When

Replace that stagnant lunch and learn; jump-start a Monday; slide into the weekend; boost over hump day; 
enliven a retreat - this is an opportunity for people who work together to connect together in ways unique to 

making music together


Where

We come to your location, which could be a large conference room, atrium, parking lot, gym, or auditorium. If 

you’re near San Diego CA, check out our monthly Saturday in the Park Sing-Along for ideas


Why

Everybody knows about “the power of music.” That power goes far beyond soundtracking your life. Used 
skillfully, it can connect human beings in remarkable ways, from the physical, mental, and emotional to the 

more esoteric, such as consciousness-leading intuition, creativity, inspiration, and compassion. WSA opens 
an evidence-based pathway toward those results.


The struggle engage employees before, during, and post-COVID continues, and many of the interventions - 
even those than can be done over Zoom - are expensive, time-consuming, and difficult to scale effectively. 

WSA addresses that challenge.


In April of 2022, a study published in the Journal of American Medical Association found “significant” 
improvements in health-related quality of life with music, regardless of whether the “intervention” was 

listening, singing, music therapy, or Gospel music. We’ve written about that in a LinkedIn article here. In our 
anxious era, that’s good news.


We here at Musimorphic believe it’s time to up-level everyone’s ability to use music more effectively, to 
leverage the benefits mentioned above and create durable, sustainable, productive, creative, and happy 

workplaces.


Will yours be the next one?


How

Musimorphic offers the WSA in San Diego County for a fee of $500 USD (other destinations oblige us to 

invoice for travel expenses post-event). For local WSA events, we provide all the equipment needed to make 
the experience amazing for your team, and ask only that participants bring a flat-screen device for access to 
lyrics. More distant WSA events are easy to provision; we can send a short “minimal equipment” list for your 

use.


Book your WSA event with Musimorphic by calling 800-785-8596. You’ll be asked for the information about 
your organization that lets us create a perfect playlist, and for scheduling and payment details. At the 

appointed day and time, we’ll show up, set up, have a blast singing together, then roll out.


Simple. Easy. Proven effective. Scalable. Fun.
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https://www.meetup.com/saturday-in-the-park-sing-along-meetup-group/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/significant-improvement-health-related-quality-life-music-/?trackingId=yXbwWaH4R7idbLuanzf+lw==
http://musimorphic.com

